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or those who prefer to take the road less
traveled, the Lost Creek Hiking Trail awaits.
A variety of fauna and flora abound on
this seemingly undiscovered 6-mile foot
trail (one way), beginning in Groen Park in west
Chatfield, continuing through Jordan Township and
ending at Ninebark Road. But don’t be surprised
if you encounter no one and have the trail —
made available through the generosity of private
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landowners — all to yourself.
While runners sometimes use the trail to train,
landowner Steve Bailey says he has seen about three
hikers on the trail since it opened in 2011. He’s happy
to spread the word “as long as people going through
it are respectful and enjoy it.”
The trail, closed during deer-hunting season, offers
an extensive range of terrain and ecosystems that
include pasture, prairie, agricultural land and forest.
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Hiker in woods on Lost Creek Hiking Trail near Chatfield.

About Elizabeth Nida Obert / enida@postbulletin.com
My husband and I are avid hikers,
and some of our more memorable and
challenging hikes include Harney Peak in
South Dakota; the Kalalau Trail in Kauai,
Hawaii; the Ram Head Trail on the island
of St. John; the Maah Daah Hey Trail in
North Dakota and Cascade Mountain in
the Adirondacks of New York.
About halfway into the Lost Creek Hiking Trail, we
decided we had a new favorite hiking trail in Southeast
Minnesota; it is a treasure.

Though we’d like to keep the place a secret so we can
continue to have the trail seemingly to ourselves, it is far
too special not to spread the word and include others.
Photographer’s tip: I don’t typically do a lot of
macro photography, which involves using macro lenses
specifically designed to take extreme close-ups of
subjects.
But I did on this hike and enjoyed it immensely,
as it opens up a world of photographic possibilities.
Mother nature is the perfect environment in which to
experiment.
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For the monthly pages of readercontributed photos, we are planning:
Oct. 31: Fall colors, due Oct. 23
Nov. 28: Pets, due Nov. 16
Send high-resolution photos by email
to images@postbulletin.com. Must
include caption information, including
names and hometowns, plus your name
and contact information.

Camera Work is a weekly page of
great photography, most often by
Post-Bulletin photojournalists.
Each week we pick a fresh theme,
and once a month, we feature
outstanding work submitted by
readers.

